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Abstract. AERA, the Auger Engineering Radio Array, located at the Pierre Auger Observatory in Malargüe, Argentina
measures the radio emission of extensive air showers in the 30-80 MHz frequency range and is optimized for the detection of
air showers up to 60◦ zenith angle. In this contribution the motivation, the status, and first results of the analysis of horizontal
air showers with AERA will be presented.
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INTRODUCTION

AERA [1], the Auger Engineering Radio Array, was designed to explore the radio emission of extensive air showers
above an energy threshold of 1017 eV in a hybrid detection mode. It consists of 124 antenna stations of which 24
are log periodic dipole antennas (LPDAs) and 100 are butterfly-type antennas. Both antenna types measure two
electric field components (North-South and East-West). AERA is able to measure cosmic rays together with the Auger
surface detector, the fluorescence detector, as well as the muon detector of AMIGA. It has been proven that there is
a correlation between the radio amplitude and the energy of the primary cosmic ray [2]. Furthermore the correlation
between radio parameters and the shower maxima has been shown [2]. Taking horizontal air showers into account
will increase the exposure of radio hybrid measurements as well as give better understanding of the electromagnetic
component of inclined showers. This will contribute to the knowledge gained by analysing the data of the surface
detector, the fluorescence detector, and the AMIGA muon detector extension.

MOTIVATION TO STUDY HORIZONTAL SHOWERS

Showers with zenith angles larger than 60◦ are defined as horizontal for the surface detector infill area. The motivation
to investigate horizontal air showers in the radio domain is that the radio signal is not absorbed in the Earth’s
atmosphere. This means, the radio signal can still be detected when the particle shower is mostly absorbed. This is
illustrated in figure 1. The primary particle interacts in the atmosphere, the hadronic and electromagnetic components
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of a horizontal shower. The hadronic and electromagnetic component is absorbed and the muonic
component and the radio signal can be measured on the ground.



are evolving in the atmosphere and are then absorbed. What reaches the ground is the muonic component of the
shower and the coherent radio emission emitted by the electromagnetic component. Horizontal extensive air showers
travel through more atmosphere then vertical showers, i.e. the distance to the radio source is larger. During the whole
evolution of the shower, radio waves are emitted mainly in forward direction and this leads to a large footprint on
ground for more horizontal showers. This is illustrated by CoREAS [3] simulations seen in figure 2. Three simulated
extensive air showers with an energy of 1018 eV are shown with zenith angles of 30◦, 50◦ and 75◦. The footprint
of the shower with 75◦ zenith angle is of 6 km length, where the asymmetry of the footprint has to be taken into
account. The lateral distribution function and the wave front shape of the radio signal of horizontal air showers will
provide information to distinguish between young and old showers. This difference is already seen just by the size of
the footprint. The background and transient noise is larger for radio detection of horizontal cosmic showers because
looking to the horizon many man-made noise sources are relevant. A further relevant characteristic is that a significant
vertical component of the electric field vector of the radio signal is expected for the Argentinian local magnetic field.

FIGURE 2. CoREAS simulations for primary proton showers of 1018 eV for different zenith angles [4]. Please note the different
scales. The limit of detection for current experiments is ≈ 2 µV/m/MHz.

HORIZONTAL EVENTS MEASURED BY AERA-24 AND AERA-124

AERA was designed as an engineering array and therefore there are two antenna types deployed in the AERA site.
AERA-24 consists of 24 LPDAs, log periodic dipole antennas. These were deployed in November 2011. In May
2013 100 butterfly antenna stations were deployed and so AERA-124 was completed. A map of the current AERA
configuration can be found in figure 3 on the left. The newly installed five butterfly stations with whisk-type antennas
and the four tripole stations will be discussed in the next section.

To determine the potential of radio detection of horizontal air showers a method was developed looking for the
single station efficiency of AERA. Requiring an external trigger of the surface detector, the AERA events are selected
respective to the distance of the closest AERA station to the shower axis and the timing of the strongest pulse in the
AERA trace. The geometry of the shower is determined by the surface detector reconstruction in Offline [5].

The quality cuts of the surface detector reconstruction for horizontal air showers are applied (ICRC 2013):

• zenith angle 62◦-80◦

• minimum of four triggered surface detector stations, the surface detector stations have a distance of 1.5 km
• apply physics trigger cut, which rejects signals generated by background muons
• apply quality trigger cut, which rejects events close to the border of the array
• exclude bad periods

To distinguish between cosmic ray induced radio showers and a noise pulse the ratio of cosmic ray energy and the
electric field strength measured by the AERA station is considered. The selection time interval for horizontal events is
shown in figure 4. The position of the magnitude of the electric field strength of the highest pulse of the closest AERA
station is compared to the expected time in the trace. An interval of ± 7 µs is taken as an event selection criterion.
Currently the time interval is set that large due to the missing AERA time calibration and the large core uncertainty
of horizontal air showers of low energy at the threshold. As the time calibration is established a sharper time window
can be chosen. Events inside the time interval show a clear correlation between energy of the shower and electric



Deployment of prototype stations in November 2013: The
current AERA-124 configuration with 24 butterfly
stations, 100 LPDAs, five butterfly antennas with whisk
antennas, three tripole stations, and one low-frequency
antenna. Figure adapted from [6].
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FIGURE 3. The current AERA-124 configuration on the left and an example of a horizontal event on the right.

field strength. This can be seen in figure 4 on the upper right corner. For events outside this time interval there is no
correlation observed, which can be seen in figure 4 on the lower right corner. The fit was performed for the average of
the amplitude of the three closest stations. One example of a horizontal air shower is shown in figure 3 on the right.
The event has an energy of 9.0×1017 eV, zenith angle of 64.5◦, azimuth angle of 323.6◦ and geomagnetic angle alpha
of 101.4◦. Figure 5 shows the selected events when applying the selection criteria described above. On the left the
distance distribution and on the right the energy distribution of the events are shown. Inclined showers can be seen
up to a far distance to the reconstructed shower axis. Although confirming experimentally the large footprint, there is
still need of further investigations in order to improve the purity and the efficiency of the event selection since some
high energy inclined events are not reconstructed by the present, not optimized, event selection. The new 25 AERA
stations, which are going to be installed in 2015, will improve the statistic of horizontal air showers for AERA.
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FIGURE 4. Horizontal event selection. The distribution of station time of the pulse minus the calculated arrival time is shown
on the left. The amplitude of events in the ± 7 µs time interval are shown in the upper right corner. In the lower right corner events
outside the ± 7 µs time interval are shown. The fit was performed for the average of the amplitude of the three closest stations.
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FIGURE 5. The distance distribution (left) and the energy distribution (right) of selected events in the zenith angle range of 62◦
- 80◦ are shown.

INVESTIGATION OF THE VERTICAL COMPONENT

Simulation results have shown that for the reconstruction of inclined air showers the vertical electric field component
becomes important. To investigate and improve the sensitivity of AERA to inclined showers, prototype stations
including tripole antenna stations and whisk-type antennas as enhancement of the butterfly antennas have been
deployed on the AERA site in November 2013. To study the emission in lower frequencies around 1 MHz one low-
frequency tripole station has been deployed as well. The current LPDAs and butterfly antenna stations measure two
electric field components (North-South and East-West). The existing antenna technique is extended by a measurement
of the vertical component of the electric field with nine newly installed prototype stations. Key aspects are the
sensitivity to all incoming directions, finding the optimal frequency range and the coverage of a large area at low
cost. Concerning inclined showers this requires an improved suppression of noise. This as well as the contribution of
the radio emission to the vertical polarisation will be tested with the installed prototype stations.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The radio detection of horizontal air showers has a lot of potential. The analysis of horizontal air showers will increase
the number of events detected by AERA and will make a wider range of the sky visible. Simulations results show that
the efficiency of detecting events rises with the zenith angle, this has to be shown for data too. AERA data of a period
from 01/01/2012 till 19/03/2014 were analysed and first event candidates were selected. The selected events show a
clear correlation between the primary shower energy and the electric field strength. Five whisk-type antennas and four
tripole stations were deployed to determine the significance of the vertical component of the electric field vector.
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